DISPENSE-RITE ® MCDC SERIES MOBILE CART
SETUP & BAFFLE SELECTION INSTRUCTIONS
The MCDC mobile cup dispensing cart ships fully assembled. You will need to select and install the correct size
silicone baffle for your cup size at the time of setup. Please refer to the baffle selection instructions below.
Important Note: if you are dispensing heavy plastic tumblers you may need to install both of the supplied
springs together in each cup dispenser. If needed remove plunger to add a second spring to each cup dispenser.

1

Rotate the cover ring counterclockwise and remove from
the dispenser. Remove the cardboard insert and discard.

4

Reinstall the cover ring onto the dispenser and
rotate clockwise to secure.

5

Insert a full sleeve of cups into the dispenser to
test if the baffle is the proper size for your cups. If
you are not satisfied with the dispensing action a
baffle change may be required.

Inside the dispenser you will find a complete set of
interchangable baffles that cover a full range of cup rim
diameters ranging from 3” - 4-1/2” (8 oz. to 44 oz. cups).
You will also find and an additional spring that may need
to be added when dispensing heavy plastic tumblers.

SLR-2 Series Rubber Baffles (select one)

2

Determine which is the correct baffle for your particular
cup size. Refer to the diagram shown on the right for
correct baffle sizing. The appropriate baffle should be
selected based on a measurement of the cup’s outside
rim diameter.

3

Install the appropriate baffle onto the ring by lining up the
posts in the ring with the holes in the baffle. Be sure the
baffle is completely flush with the underside of the ring
and that it is inserted underneath the three retention tabs
prior to reinstalling.

2-7/16 ”

Small Baffle (1 notch)
Cup Rim Diameters: 3” - 3 1/4”
Approx. Cup Sizes: 8 - 14 oz.
Part: SLRB-2SM

3-1/4”

Large Baffle (3 notches)
Cup Rim Diameters: 3 3/4” - 4 1/4”
Approx. Cup Sizes: 24 - 32 oz.
Part: SLRB-2LG

2-7/8”

Medium Baffle (2 notches)
Cup Rim Diameters: 3 3/8” - 3 3/4”
Approx. Cup Sizes: 16 - 24 oz.
Part: SLRB-2MD

3-11/16 ”

Extra Large Baffle (4 notches)
Cup Rim Diameters: 4 1/4” - 4 1/2”
Approx. Cup Sizes: 32 - 44 oz.
Part: SLRB-2XL
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